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Introduction
Kamenari Ferry to Lepetane .
The Bay of Kotor
Tivat 
Serpentine Pass From Kotor 
Lovcen National Park. 
 Cetinje
Podgorica capital 
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We also loved our time and cycling Montenegro 

We cycled from Dubrovnik all the way to the Montenegro border on the number 8 
road the coastal road it was a great route to cycle.Again no issues at the borders just 
showed our passport got them stamped and cycled through.

 When entering  Montenegro we cycled along the Bay of Kotor it was a lovely route 
we really enjoyed it. We took the ferry across from Kamenari to Lepetane only 1€ each and 
cycled to  Tivat it was late and dark so stopped at a bar and found somewhere cheap to 
stay the night. There is a lovely marina with bars and restaurants we stayed at an Airbnb a 
lovely little apartment in a family’s home they were really nice family and we went to the 
local restaurant just at the port near the house. 
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The next day we cycled back up the Bay of Kotor and all the way around to Kotor. 
This was a really lovely road around the water, great views and the water was so clear it 
was a shame it was so cold as we would of loved to have a swim. We stayed in Kotor at an 
apartment just at the old town for €8 per night and it had a washing machine it was great.

Just behind Kotor is the famous Serpentine Pass so we cycled up and over it in the 
snow, fantastic road it was great fun we stayed the night in a derelict house near the top of 
the Pass in the thick snow, we built a great fire to dry our clothes out and to keep warm.

The next day we continued up and up to the Lovcen National Park, the snow was 
coming down thick and fast and we were getting cold and there was nothing around only 
a house which I thought was a hotel and restaurant but when we got to it is wasn’t but 
they gave us a hot drink and two miniature bottles of wine as a gift and told us there was 
a new road all the way down hill to the next town Cetinji about nine miles. I was so 
pleased to hear that as  I was very cold now and my hands were going numb.

We made it down to Cetinji which use to be the Capital of Montenegro. We took 
shelter and warmed up in a cafe whilst finding somewhere near and cheap to stay. We 
stayed with a guy called Nicos. He was kind enough to give me a guided tour of his town.

From Cetinji we went straight to Podgorica the capital the road in was dreadful to 
cycle as it was just huge pot holes as they were doing road works. Here we went to the 
bike shop  Tempo in the City Kvart area to straighten Chris’s buckled wheel out. We had 
some food in a really new trendy area opposite the bike shop and was super cheap. It is 
here that the taxis rides are a €1 .

We bought the new drone in Podgorica from the Capital Plaza.

We are really enjoying the cycling, the culture, the people and the prices this side of 
the world.  It is a great experience, we are meeting lovely people and making lots of great 
memories. We have also found good little places to wild camp and make fires.

If you want our route and to see were we have camped just go to our “Track Us “ 
page from the main menu.

If you also have any questions please do not hesitate to message us through our 
website or any of our social media. 
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